
Finfort Manual Deadbolt Fitting Instructions
This lock is kitemarked BS3621 certified for use on inward-opening, wooden doors of 44mm to 60mm thickness when fitted
with large Finfort lockguards and a 3-star rated key/key cylinder, the length of which will vary depending on the door
thickness.
For doors thicker than 50mm, we recommend using an offset cylinder. This will require the lock case position to be
adjusted from the centre of the door accordingly.
The lock should be fitted in an upright position only.

Fig 1

Position the lock as
near mid-height of
the door as possible. 

Hold the lock across
the door edge and
mark the top and
bottom of the lock
case.

Fig 2

Mark a centre line* between
the marked lock case lines.
Drill a series of 18mm
diameter holes a little deeper
than the lock depth. Do not
drill above or below lock case
lines.

Chisel out remaining wood to
make a mortice, squaring up
top & bottom edges.

*For doors more than 50mm
thick, mark an offset line

Fig 3

Insert the lock body
into the mortice and
mark around the
forend on the
door edge. 

Chisel a recess to
accommodate
the depth of the lock
forend and cover
plate.
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Fig 4

Holding the lock against the face of the door, ensuring the faceplate is
flush with the door edge and in line with the forend recess, mark the
position of the cylinder profile. 

Drill and cut both sides of the door for the cylinder and fixing holes for
lockguard. Fit lock loosely into door making sure that the cylinder
passes freely into the lock.

Fig 5

With the cover plate
in position, secure the
lock into the door
through the cover
plate with the screws
provided and fit the
cylinder. Test to
ensure lock operates
correctly.

Fig 6

With the door open
and the deadbolt in
the locked position,
close the door gently
against the frame. 

Mark the positions of
the top and bottom
of the deadbolt on
the frame.

Fig 7

Mark the position of the box
striker centrally on the door
frame allowing equal
clearance above and below
the upper and lower marks.  

Cut out the frame to receive
the striker. Fit striker
checking lock functions
correctly prior to fixing with
screws provided.

Fig 8

When lock case and
cylinder are fitted,
lockguards can be
attached by passing
screws through inner
lockguard, door,
lock case and screw in rear
of external lockguard and
turned until tight. Screw
may require cutting to
length dependent on door
thickness.

Lubricate the cylinders annually or as required.  For ABS Avocet cylinders, use ABS Cylinder Graphite Powder or ABS Maintenance Spray.
To clean the lock cover plate and lockguards, wipe with a soft damp cloth and a mild detergent. Do not use abrasives on the surfaces. Do not
paint or varnish. In coastal areas, we advise more regular cleaning of exposed surfaces.
Periodically, ensure that the operation of the lock and all its fixings are secure and adjust if required.
Ensure that the strike plate is in line with the bolt closure and that the bolt is clear to enter the strike without interference.

Care & Maintenance

The guarantee is applicable to installations in residential properties in the UK only and is non-transferable. The guarantee covers defective
materials or design should the lock become inoperable within 10 years and if the finish on the lockguards and pull becomes defective within 2
years. Exposed coastal locations (e.g. 1 mile of the coast) are restricted to polished chrome finish only.  
Finfort Ltd will not be liable for any other losses incurred arising from product failure whether such losses are direct, indirect or consequential. 
Proof of purchase (receipt) must be produced. 
The guarantee does not cover misuse, non-authorized repairs, incorrect fitting or maintenance or scratching to finishes. 
Do not open the lock case as this will void the guarantee. 

Guarantee


